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MOUNT TO VEHICLE
2 = FACTORY TOW PINS FROM
CUSTOMERS VEHICLE.

6 = M8 X 85 BOLTS
2 = M8 X 25 BOLTS
16 = M8 FLAT LARGE WASHERS (SILVER)
8 = M8 NYLOC NUTS

2 = 43X33 HRB @10MM 
MOUNT BUSH WELDED ON - TOTAL LENGTH 98MM LONG.

2 = 10MM MS MOUNT BUSH
2 = 3MM MS MOUNT BUSH

ANGLE BRACKETS 
TO VEHICLE
8 = M10 X 35 BOLTS
16 = M10 FLAT WASHERS
8 = M10 NYLOC NUTS

LOWER SUPPORT 
BRACKET
2 = FACTORY BOLTS
2 = M10 X 35 BOLTS
4 = M10 FLAT WASHERS
2 = M10 NYLOC NUTS

BAR TO MOUNT
2 = M16 LIFTING EYES
2 = 8MM AL POLISHED WASHERS
4 = M10 X 50 BUTTON HEAD BOLTS
8 = M10 FLAT WASHERS
4 = M10 NYLOC NUTS

PARKING SENSOR
150MM DOUBLE SIDED TAPE
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Once the push clips have been removed you 
will be able to remove the top cover of the 

grille.

Next remove the 4 bolts holding the top of 
the grille panel in place.

Also remove bolts either side that are 
slightly hidden lower down than previous 
bolts. You will need an extension bar to 

reach these.

Open bonnet and remove push clips holding 
grill top cover in place.

Pushing the center of these clips down will 
loosen them and allow them to be removed 

by a flat head screw driver.
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Underneath the vehical remove the bolts 
holding front bumper to the plastic mud 

guard. Also remove push clips from rear of 
mud guard.

Remove push clips connecting front bumper 
to to panels underneath wheel arches.

Remove bolt from center of panel also.
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Remove small panel from front of grille with 
screwdriver.

Remove bolt from behind panels each side.

Inside wheel arch remove small push clips.

Remove front section of plastic bash plate 
after all push clips have been removed.
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Once all clips have been removed pull on the 
join to free clips holding bumper in place.

After pulling bumper free it will look like this.

Insert screwdriver into clips and twist to 
free these clips as shown in the following 

two photos.
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Disconnect plug from harness.

Rear of radar shown.

Disconnect radar plug from rear of radar.

The front bumper will now be able to be fully 
removed.
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Photo of current situation.

Take backing tape off of double sided tape 
and press sensor into back of beam in same 

orientation and side that it was removed 
from original bumper.

Remove sensors from inside of original 
plastice bumper. This is held in with double 
sided tape. Remove double sided tape from 

back of sensor to ensure that new tape 
provided has a good surface to bind to. Also 
remove wiring loom from original bumper 

and put aside.

Lift mount into position infront of chassis.
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Bolt through mount and provided bushes 
with original tow pins. These tow pins will be 

found in your Toyota tool kit located in the 
vehicle.

Remove air diffuser to make fitting backing 
plate easier. To remove the air diffuser 
remove 2 push clips either side. The air 

diffuser will now only be held in by clips and 
pulling on this will remove it. Put aside as 
this will be modified and then re-installed.

Place supplied 8mm and 3mm spacer 
between mount and chassis. Your original 
tow pins will go through these spacers.

With the air diffuser removed, slide backing 
plate in behind chasiss and bolt through with 

M8 X 75MM bolts. Backing plate will face 
with flanges backwards.
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Bolt through mount and backing plate with 
remaining M8 x 75MM bolts. Note in 2 outer 
holes the mount will bolt through only the 

chassis with 2 = 8MM x 35MM Bolts. Before 
tightening all bolts make sure bar is central 

and level.

Re-install air diffuser. If fitting a winch it is 
advised you place this in the mount at this 

stage. Face mount with bolt holes to front of 
mount with lead unwinding from bottom. Do 

not bolt in at this stage.

Trim this section of air diffuser to allow it to 
fit back in place.

Drill 10mm holes in outside of chassis the 
same distance apart as the outer support 

brackets.
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Bolt outer support brackets to chassis either 
side. Use 10MM x 35MM bolts.

Cut outer faces of bumper to allow steel 
brackets to protrude. Cut these holes extra 
large as shown. This will allow you to plug 

lights and sensors back in from underneath.

Cut centre of plastic bumper out in position 
shown to fit around the mount.

Also cut out lower section of bumper. this 
will allow you to access bolts when installing 

lower support bracket later.
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Re-install plastic bumper. Do not reinstall
the lower plastic bash plate at this stage.
It is suggested that you wire the indicator 
parkers at this stage. you should also re 
install all wiring for parking sensors. All 

wiring should be performed by a qualified 
Auto Electrician.

Underneath vehicle remove 2 bolts holiding 
hoses in place. You will need to clip 2 small 

tabs off these brackets as shown.

With the bar in place and level. Bolt through 
front of bar and mount with M10 Button 
Heads (If fitting winich at this stage you 

would bolt through bar and the mount into 
the winch). Also reach through bottom off 

blastic bumper to bolt side support brackets
to bar from inside with 10MM x 35MM Bolts.

Lift bar in to place and secure with 2 = M16 
Eyebolts and polished washers. As the bar 
is heavy towards the rear of the outer end 

plates it is suggested you prop these up with 
2 jacks. This will allow you to level the bar 

as well.
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Fit lower bracket to inside of bottom flange 
of bar as shown. Bolt lower suppor bracket 
and hose bracket back in with original bolts 

as shown.

Install number plate to number plate holder.

Drill 2 holes and install flip up number plate 
with 5.5g screws.

Cut out section of plastic mudgaurd and re-
install.
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Congratulations YOU HAVE 
FITTED Your NEW

TY1035 
WHITLOCK



C U S T O M E R  F E E D B A C K  P A G E

If any issues are found with following our instructions or fitment of our product, 
please fillout the section below with changes that we can make and email through 
toservice@whitlockbullbars.com.au or call 9796 4566.
Your feedback is appreciated!

Customer details:

Make:

Model:

Bull bar part no:


